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Minutes May 2, 2012 
 
In attendance May 2 
John Fitzgibbon, BCCAT 
Judith Price, Camo 
Toni Latour, CapU 
Kira Wu, KPU 
Rebecca Fairbairn, KPU 
Jake Hill, Lang 
Helena Wadsley, Lang 
David Wells, NEC 
Ernie Kroeger, TRU 
Darlene Kalynka, TRU 
Don Lawrence, TRU 
Tetsuomi Anzai, UFV 
Dana Claxton, UBC 
Richard Prince, UBC 
Andrea Tuele, UBC 
Philip McCrum, UBC  
Gary Peaerson, UBCO 
Maryna Romaets, UNBC 
Vikky Alexander, UVIC 
Gregory Ball, VIU 
Eryn Foster, YukSOVA 
 
Approval of agenda:  

Moved:Gary              
Seconded: Rebecca  
Approved          
 
Note: Langara presentation on Day 2 is cancelled 
 
Approval of minutes of May 11, 12, 2011: 
Moved: Ernie  
Seconded: Jake 
Approved 
 
Introductions and welcome by Tetsuomi 

 
John Fitzgibbon: 

     Update on BCCAT activities, handout from October, to illustrate what has 
been happening regarding transfer across the province 



     Enabling the BC transfer system, the intention was to be like California, to do 
2 years of college and move to a university, colleges have expanded their 
mandate to create more programs, in BC, students can transfer with credit, 
expands their opportunities, students might move from UBC back to Langara, or 
from Langara to Kwantlen—a ‘swirling’ of students, 

     At BCCAT, the sending and receiving designations of institutions no longer 
applies 

     Series of recommendations to council to remove them and this was approved 

     All institutions can send and receive articulation requests 

     Sept 2014, full implementation will be in effect 

     Another institution can now advertise as a receiver from UBC—this is the 
traffic that will be limited over the next few months 

     Senders and receivers will soon no longer be distinguishable 

     Question: if the institutions have become universities, is it now easier to 
transfer to other provinces. The key is becoming a member of AUCC; Capilano U 
is the only university in BC that hasn’t joined, possibly because it doesn’t have 
enough degree programs 

     Transfer innovation projects: BCCAT has a small fund for this; what has 
traditionally been done is to support institutions that have a complicated grid or 
matrix of programming, over the past few years, we have been funding flexible 
pre-majors. If a student knew what major but what institution, there would be 
standard first and second year requirements 

     There is a report on what a pre-major is and the process in developing this 

     Identifying the learning outcomes of the first two years is key 

     Projects: every November there is a meeting for the chairs, discussed: how to 
manage an articulation committee 

     Talking to students about why they move from one institution to another 

     This year we will start in more detail looking at associate degrees, the number 
peaked in 2003 and has been steadily declining, students aren’t necessarily 
opting for the degree, possibly because it lacks flexibility; should we really be 
offering associate degrees? 

     Vocational credentials towards academic programming will be looked at 

     Looking at keeping a record of transfer information, for example, if a student 
wants to transfer from Helsinki University, if there has been a previous request, it 
would be kept on file 

     A lot of institutions do a lot of work for the students regarding transfer; doing a 
survey of practices around North America 

     Articulation committee resources: because of the change to enabling, a lot is 
out of date and will be updated 

     Work with BC Ministries of education and advanced education: captures the 
history of every student in BC, a Personal Education Number (PEN) is given in 
kindergarten and they are tracked, began 9 years ago; in the next year, private 
institutions will also get PEN numbers 



     The agency that looks at student mobility: about 28,000 every year in public 
post-secondary and about 1,000 international high school students graduate from 
high school and enter post-secondary 

     Every three years, we look at how many students move among the 
institutions, they are interviewed to see if they were happy with the transfer, 
about 86% were happy with the credit transfer, those who weren’t happy had 
thought the course would transfer 

     Degree partnership database on their website 

     English proficiency: repository of English requirements across the 

institutions       Education planner: all institutions are listed on this planner, used 
extensively from grade 10 to 12; includes filters to streamline the search, updated 
regularly 

     New articulation co-ordinator: Christi Garneau—person to go to if you are 
interested in a transfer innovation project 

     Did a survey of English requirements a few years ago, and there is wide 
variation 

     The limitations are intended to avoid an institution blanketing the system with 
requests 

     BCCAT.ca has a lot of data 

     Question about the possibility of changing over to 3-year degrees (Bologna 
model), need to have agreement across institutions about learning outcomes 

     In the US accreditation is largely driven by faculty, if not a government agency 
would oversee it, here the government does oversee it but faculty have felt that it 
created a ranking of institutions 

     We are considered the 3rd best jurisdiction for education in Canada 

     An international market demands accreditation 
 
General Business 

1. Articulation resources: BCCAT.ca, go under Articulation/resources 
contains handbooks, best practices, keeping in mind that some of these 
will be changing soon, can also go under committees where you can find 
minutes going back to 2005, our mandate is to make connections, become 
familiar with each other’s programs to make articulation transfers easier 
for them.    

2. Requests in the Transfer Credit Evaluation system: given as 
handout.    The tendency is to give unassigned credit or no credit, faculty 
are saying that it creates more work as they examine the learning 
outcomes, looking course outlines and work to see how a course 
transfers; may be doing a disservice to students; request to be more 
specific about course credit from BCCAT; BCCAT encourages them to 
deny or table the request; usually if there is an 80% match, credit for the 
course is given.    

3. After one year, the requests are discontinued.    
4. System Liaison Person (SLP) hasn’t been able to join us this year or the 

last two years; this person comes from an upper admin level and helps 
steer the discussion, might have information that we at the faculty level 

http://bccat.ca/
http://bccat.ca/


don’t; need to confirm that this person is stepping away; a few suggestions 
have been given; Tetsuomi will make contact with the current person 
(Jennifer) to determine whether or not she wishes to continue 

5. BCCAT Transfers Innovation Funds: available to access for projects such 
as building Flexible pre-Majors.   

6. Flexible pre-majors for BC Fine Arts programs  
Discussion: some institutions don’t have a major, smaller departments 
tend not to, not enough courses in a single discipline to allow for a major 
in one discipline.  We should have diversity from institution to institution 
but the transfer should be smooth.    
Question: do we know who has block transfers with whom?  
On the BCCAT website perhaps; is the answer - mass block transfers 
among institutions; students have to go through lengthy bureaucratic 
processes in order to transfer; a request has to be made regularly 
because the request dies after one year (see list of Pending Transfer 
Credit Evaluation System Requests); a block request can be made if you 
show the entire block in your program. UBC takes credit on a course by 
course basis in many of their programs. Most advisors are on top of the 
various programs and transferability; institutions should inform when their 
programs, or requirements are changing; this can be done within this 
meeting    
Conclusion:  

many complexities, request to bring this back to our departments and find 
out more about our own transfer systems and with whom we have block 
transfer agreements, and see if there is any appetite for further dialogue 
on creating a Felxible Pre-major system within BC for Fine Arts students. 
 

7. Round Table Discussion 
 

Presentaiton from each of the 14 institutions present,  

Each institution should submit a one-page report 
Eryn Foster, Yukon 
Darlene Kalynka, TRU 
Gregory Ball, VIU 
Toni Latour, CapU 
David Wells, NEC 
Helena Wadsley/Jake Hill, Lang 
Kira Wu, Kwantlen 
Vikki Alexander, UVic 
Maryna Romanets, UNBC 
Philip McCrum, UBC 
Gary Pearson, UBCO 
Judith Price, Camo 
Tetsuomi Anzai 
 
Meeting adjourned for day 1.  



Minutes May 3, 2012 
 
In attendance May 3 
Corrie Heringa, AIoV 
Judith Price, Camo 
George Rammell, CapU 
Kira Wu, KPU 
Rebecca Fairbairn, KPU 
Jake Hill, Lang 
Helena Wadsley, Lang 
Daryl Jolly, Selkirk 
Ernie Kroeger, TRU 
Darlene Kalynka, TRU 
Don Lawrence, TRU 
Tetsuomi Anzai, UFV 
Dana Claxton, UBC 
Richard Prince, UBC 
Andrea Tuele, UBC 
Philip McCrum, UBC 
Gary Pearson, UBCO 
Gregory Ball, VIU 
Eryn Foster, YukSOVA 
 
 
Round Table continued 
 

Daryl Jolly, Selkirk 
Sandra Semchuk, ECU (report read by Tetsuomi) 
Corrie Heringa, Art Institute of Vancouver 
 
Grading Standards Discussion 

 Grading matrix workshop, 2006 

 A+ dropped from 95 to 90 at CapU—were told to, Selkirk’s  A+ is 97, other 
institutions are at 95. This is a possible action item 

 At UFV is faculty by faculty, in Fine Arts, Art History there has been no 
directive from top down 

 At UBC, marks in Fine Arts would be compared to other departments; 
students compete for university-wide scholarships 

 VIU has adopted UBC’s grading criteria 

 How many institutions have had questioning regarding the grades 
appearing over-inflated? 

 Discussion around whether the high schools create an attitude that high 
grades are easily achievable in the visual arts 

 Camosun and VIU have portfolio reviews partway through the program; 
this may help students understand why they are receiving a lower grade 



than expected due to many students being accustomed to receiving high 
fine art grades in high school 

 Very difficult to standardize grading because each course, each program, 
each instructor is different 

 It’s also important for students to look beyond the grade, to be self-
motivated and to have the goal of working independently 

 Discussion to be continued… 
 
Thematic Discussion: Special Topics and Niche courses, and on the 
Innovative Ways of Integrating Technology and Technologists 

1. Eddie Kroeger, TRU 

a. Special Topics in Visual Arts, VISA 3830 (3 credits) 
b. Exploring the Landscape, Models and Maquettes, Wanderlust: Art 

and Walking, Time-based Media, Nomad, the Art of Shelters and 
Personal Vehicles, etc. 

c. Experiential learning 
d. Good idea to order books for your library in advance so they are 

available as resources when the course is being run 
e. Good idea to create a different course number for special topic 

courses that fall into studio vs. art history 
 

2. Gary Pearson, UBCO 
a. Founded a journal of arts and environment: LAKE, funded by 

various sources 
b. Co-edited by faculty 
c. Niche course: Studio Theory, 3 credits each term, VISA 200-001 

and VISA 201-001, The Critical Viewer, ARTH 202 and Critical 
Viewing Advanced Studies, ARTH 301 

d. Writing and photo-essays tied to reading 
 

3. Gregory Ball, VIU 
a. Film screening that shows the process of William Blake’s etching 

technique 
 
 
Break for lunch & networking time 
 
 
Planning for 2013 BCCAT meeting 

     Next year’s hosting institution: Selkirk (Nelson, BC) 

     Next year’s thematic for day 2 presentations: 
“The Effect of Fiscal Budgets and its Relation to Program Delivery” 

     Appointment of co-chair, to be chair for 2013-2014: Gregory Ball, VIU. 
 
 
Meeting adjourned 


